Right of way for mobility.

The Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) traffic concept.
Engineering the Future – since 1758.
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The challenge of urban mobility.
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Crowded roads, traffic jams and stress are typical
of the traffic situation in big cities the whole world
over. The increasing amount of private transport
and the demand for faster, more comfortable

mobility is pushing the road network ever closer to
the limits of its capacity.

One attractive way out of this predicament is the

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) public transport system.
A system that was introduced in Latin American
cities in the 1970’s and 80’s and is today on the

road to success around the world, thanks to its low
investment cost and high level of efficiency. BRT

makes an important contribution to providing urban
mobility to people of all social classes, to reducing
private transport and to improving environmental
protection still further.

We at MAN support the planning and implementation of BRT systems together with our competent

partners. As a leading international manufacturer of
commercial vehicles and innovative regular-service
buses, MAN has the know-how needed to provide
the solutions of the future and meet the requirements of transport companies, passengers and
city administrations. Solutions that are good for
everyone - comfortable, safe, eco-friendly and
economical.
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Bus Rapid Transit - the route to a mobile future.

n

Intelligent traffic information and guidance system
enables flexible control of the overall system.

n

A lane separated from the general traffic, so that buses can run
a regular service unimpeded, even at high frequencies.

Transport that really moves.

Energy-efficient low-floor buses with a large
number of doors and high passenger capacities.

From the points of view of both cost and compati-

This benefits the passenger in terms of time saved,

way of moving large numbers of passengers effi-

ness of local public transport in turn brings other

bility with urban planning, BRT is a most attractive
ciently. Regular-service buses in their own lanes

transport passengers fast, comfortably and safely.
By giving priority to buses at nodes regulated by

traffic lights, regular-service transport is not interrupted and can flow continually.
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n

reliability and punctuality. The increased attractivebenefits: fewer emissions, reduced energy consumption, less noise and fewer traffic jams.

n

Pre-ticketing system shortens processing time as ticket
purchase and access control take place outside the

n

Priority for regular-service buses at traffic lights
maintains a continual flow of traffic.

vehicle.

n

Stepless boarding and alighting makes for rapid
passenger changes and smooth transport.
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The advantages of BRT:
n

Considerably shorter planning and construction
phase as well as significantly lower investment and
operating costs compared with rail-bound transport
systems

n

Time-saving for passengers, highly reliable, punctual
and safe thanks to separate bus lane

n

Better for the environment: reduced private transport,
reduced emissions, reduced energy consumption

n

Information in real time via integrated vehicle control
system

n

Highly flexible, taking alternative routes around
construction sites, for example

n

Step-by-step transition from existing infrastructure
to BRT is possible
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More value thanks to less cost.

When it comes to capacity and attractiveness, BRT
systems score quite high marks: depending on the
concept they can carry up to 45,000 passengers
per hour on every single route. BRT systems are

easy winners when the investment and operating
costs are compared with those of rail-bound

systems. The investment and operating costs of

a BRT system are significantly less than those of

rail-bound systems. Depending on its design, the
cost of a BRT system is between one and ten

percent of the investment needed for an under-

ground train and generally only a fraction of that
needed for a tram. Shorter planning and imple-

mentation times as well as the options of expanding
the system flexibly and adapting it where necessary
are further advantages that only BRT can offer.

BRT – Bus Rapid Transit
Comparison of capacity and cost: BRT vs. rail-bound systems
Investments
[Mio. $/km]
Tube

≈

350
80

Elevated railroad

70
60
50
40
30

Tram

20
10

Bus Rapid Transit
10.000

20.000

30.000

40.000

Source: Lloyd Wright, Bus Rapid Transit –
Planning Guide 2007, New York (ITDP 2007)

50.000

60.000

70.000

80.000

Passengers per hour per direction
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Competence is what drives us.
Outstanding technology, competent consulting,
highly-qualified support – MAN covers all the

aspects needed for the successful planning and
implementation of BRT systems. MAN and its

partners have the expertise required to produce

individual and efficient solutions – from the analysis
to the planning to the construction and operation
of BRT projects.
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MAN buses: efficiency is built in.

In its Lion’s City range of regular-service buses

nology, without the need for any additives. The

ted low-floor vehicles. In addition, floor assemblies

ciency. MAN city buses can also be operated on

MAN offers a broad spectrum of solo and articulain just about every possible length are also avail

able. This means that whatever the demands, they
will be met by the right vehicle concept in terms of
capacity and drive.

MAN’s regular-service buses meet all required

environmental standards including EEV. This is

achieved by the use of MAN PURE DIESEL tech®

advantages: lower costs, less effort, more effi

eco-friendly natural gas (CNG), or on biogas, which
is even more protective of the climate. And getting
environmental protection on the move there is the

Lion’s City Hybrid. This bus reduces fuel consump-

tion and thus also CO 2 emissions by as much as 30
percent. Plus, hybrid powering allows purely electric pulling away from stops – with no exhaust
gases and no noise.
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ITS good to know.
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) for BRT.

Intelligent control, direction and regulation.

city. To ensure urban mobility into the future as

is a comprehensive one covering all aspects

BRT is more than just a separate bus lane in the
well, BRT is embedded in efficient transport

management that intelligently connects vehicles,
infrastructure and people with one another.

The Intelligent Transport System (ITS) approach

utilises modern information and communication

technologies to ease the pressure on roads and

environment, to reduce costs and to provide people
with the optimum in terms of safe, comfortable
mobility.
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Important for the BRT operator is that the approach
of modern traffic management. In this category

we find a broad spectrum of intelligent transport
systems specially designed for BRT. MAN offers
this system when required in cooperation
with external partners.

n

Passenger Information System

n

Passenger Counting System

Provides real-time information about departure times

Counts the number of passengers and creates utilisation

or connections on the displays at bus stations and in

profiles of individual lines or complete networks.

the vehicles themselves as well as on mobile phones.
n
n

Fleet Management System

Vehicle Control System

For detailed technical and commercial analysis of the

Enables an entire fleet of vehicles to be managed by

operation of individual vehicles, for example their fuel

means of electronic monitoring and gives the dispatcher

consumption, technical malfunctions and servicing tasks.

an overview of the current traffic situation.
n
n

Communication System

Traffic Priority System

Ensures the exchange of information between control

Automatically synchronises traffic lights to green when

center and driver, using digital in- and output equipment

buses approach so that traffic flow is optimised and

and contributing to the punctual operation of the buses.

buses attain a higher average speed.
n

(Pre-) Ticketing System
Enables tickets to be paid for / checked when passengers step on to the bus-stop platform so that buses can
depart without delay.

n

(Optical) Guidance System
Guides buses electronically when they approach bus

n

Surveillance System

stops so that they come to halt at the minimum distance

Raises the level of passenger safety by electronically

from the platform. This makes alighting and boarding

monitoring buses and platforms, also helps prevent

easier, especially for people in wheelchairs or with baby

vandalism.

carriages.
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